Predicting Maternal-Fetal Disposition of Fentanyl Following Intravenous and Epidural Administration Using Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetic Modeling
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ABSTRACT

Fentanyl is an opioid analgesic used to treat obstetrical pain in par- tument women through epidural or intravenous route, and unfortunately can also be abused by pregnant women. Fentanyl is known to cross the placental barrier, but how the route of administration and time after dosing affects maternal-fetal disposition kinetics at different stages of pregnancy is not well characterized. To address this knowledge gap, we developed a maternal-fetal physiologically based pharmacokinetic (mf-PBPK) model for fentanyl to evaluate the feasibility to predict the maternal and fetal plasma concentration-time profiles of fentanyl after various dosing regimens. As fentanyl is typically given via the epidural route to control labor pain, an epidural dosing site was developed using alfentanil as a refer- ence drug and extrapolated to fentanyl. Fetal hepatic clearance of fentanyl was predicted from CYP3A7-mediated norfentanyl formation in fetal liver microsomes (intrinsic clearance = 0.20 ± 0.05 µl/min/mg protein). The developed mf-PBPK model successfully captured fentanyl maternal and umbilical cord concentrations after epidural dosing and was used to simulate the concentrations after intravenous dosing (in a drug abuse situation). The distribution kinetics of fentanyl were found to have a considerable impact on the time course of maternal:umbilical cord concentration ratio and on interpretation of observed data. The data show that mf-PBPK modeling can be used successfully to predict maternal disposition, transplacental distribution, and fetal exposure to fentanyl.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT

This study establishes the modeling framework for predicting the time course of maternal and fetal exposures of fentanyl opioids from mf-PBPK modeling. The model was validated based on fentanyl exposure data collected during labor and delivery after intrave- nous or epidural dosing. The results show that mf-PBPK modeling is a useful predictive tool for assessing fetal exposures to fentanyl opioid therapeutic regimens and potentially can be extended to other drugs of abuse.

Introduction

Fentanyl and other opioid analgesics are commonly used together with local anesthetics to relieve pain during surgical procedures. Depending on the procedure, fentanyl is typically given epidurally or intrathecally for regional anesthesia, although similar plasma concentra- tions are observed after epidural and intravenous infusions (Ellis et al., 1990; Baxter et al., 1994). Fentanyl is also used to treat parturient women during labor and delivery through epidural and intrathecal injections (Grangier et al., 2020). Although undesirable maternal and fetal side effects such as hypotension, nausea, and pruritus in the mom (Lof tus et al., 1995; Poole, 2003; Grangier et al., 2020) and bradycardia and lower neurologic and adaptive capacity score in the newborns (Lof tus et al., 1995; Van De Velde, 2005) were reported after the use of fen- tanyl during labor and delivery, these effects are considered transient, and the use of epidural fentanyl appears safe in parturient women (Rey nolds et al., 2002; Kesavan et al., 2018). There has been a growing inci- dence of opioid use disorder in the general population and in pregnant women (Schauberger et al., 2014; Palmsten et al., 2015; Haas et al., 2018), and intravenous fentanyl is currently a drug of abuse in pregnant women (Haight et al., 2018). This parenteral route results in higher peak concentrations (Cmax) in the mom than what is observed after epider- al administration and could pose a higher risk to the fetus. However, little is known about the fetal exposures and time course of fetal fenta- nyl concentrations in drug abuse situations with intravenous fentanyl.

Fentanyl is a synthetic opioid more potent than morphine (Stanley, 1992). It is a lipophilic (logP = 4.05) weak base (pKa = 8.99)
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exposure during pregnancy. The goal of this study was to predict the fetal concentration-time profile of fentanyl after epidural injections in parturient women has been reported in multiple studies (Desprats et al., 1991, 1995; Moisés et al., 2005; Haidl et al., 2018), and the steady-states concentrations after intravenous and epidural infusion (same rate) of fentanyl to women after cesarean-section were shown to be similar (Ellis et al., 1990). Fentanyl crosses the placenta and has been detected in the umbilical vein (UV) within 30 minutes of an epidural dose to parturient women (Desprats et al., 1991, 1995; Moisés et al., 2005; Haidl et al., 2018). However, the UV to maternal venous (MV) plasma concentration ratios after epidural and intravenous fentanyl dosing have only been reported from single timepoints during labor. Notably, the reported UV/MV concentration ratios vary widely after epidural or IV administration of fentanyl; UV/MV ratios were 0.3–3.4 within an hour after epidural bolus dose (Desprats et al., 1991, 1995; Moisés et al., 2005; De Barros Duarte et al., 2009), 0.3–1.9 within an hour after intravenous dosing (Morley-Forster et al., 2000), and 0.6–3.1 at 1–15 hours after epidural infusion (Bader et al., 1995; Loftus et al., 1995; Haidl et al., 2018). Part of the variability could be attributed to rapid changes in maternal and fetal plasma concentrations during distribution of fentanyl to the fetus. At present, fetal pharmaco- kinetics of fentanyl after intravenous or epidural dosing is not well characterized or understood sufficiently.

We hypothesized that the maternal-fetal disposition of fentanyl after an epidural or intravenous dosing can be predicted using physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling. To test this hypothesis a maternal-fetal-PBPK (mf-PBPK) model of fentanyl was developed with incorporation of a novel epidural dosing site. The goal of this study was to predict the fetal concentration-time profile of fentanyl after maternal epidural and intravenous doses to aid in understanding maternal and fetal risks of maternal fentanyl exposure during pregnancy.

Materials and Methods

Development of a Maternal-Fetal Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetic Model with an Epidural Dosing Site. An mf-PBPK model was developed in MATLAB and the Simulink platform (R2019b; MathWorks, Natick, MA). The structure of the model was modified from a previously published mf-PBPK model, which includes a 14-compartment maternal PBPK model and a 7-compartment fetal PBPK model linked together by a placenta compartment (Zhang et al., 2017a). A similar structural model without the placenta and fetal PBPK model was used for simulations of drug disposition in nonpregnant population (Fig. 1). Drug distribution to all organs was modeled as perfusion-limited process as validated in a previously developed PBPK model of fentanyl (Huang and Isoherranen, 2020). The physiologic parameters of the mf-PBPK model to match a pregnant woman at term (gestational week 40) were calculated using previously published equations to describe physiologic changes of pregnant women and fetuses during gestation (Abduljalil et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2017b). A CYP3A4 induction factor of 1.99 was used in the maternal-fetal model based on previous observation that CYP3A4 expression increased by 1.99-fold during late pregnancy (Hebert et al., 2008). Parameters without published values in pregnant women were assigned to be the same as those in the nonpregnant women (Table 1). In the studies, the transplacental clearances were assumed to be mediated by passive processes, although active transport could be incorporated in the model if present, and only unbound drug was assumed to passively diffuse across the placenta (i.e., syncytiotrophoblast monolayer).

The physiologic parameters for the epidural dosing site were taken from those for the lumbar vertebrae region (L1 to L5), which is where epidural injection is typically given. The volume of the epidural adipose tissue (V epidural,adipose) in the lumbar region has been reported to be around 3.5 ml (Walker et al., 2019), and the blood flow to the epidural space (Q epidural) was calculated first based on the reported velocity of blood flow in spinal arteries into the lumbar region and the diameter of spinal arteries (arterial blood flow = 1.12 l/h) (Arslan et al., 2011; Espahbodi et al., 2013). Since the spinal blood drains through the internal vertebral venous plexus (inside the epidural space) and the external vertebral venous plexus (outside of epidural space), the Q epidural was assumed to be 50% of the arterial blood flow (i.e., 0.56 l/h). The volume of the epidural vein (V epidural,vein) was assumed to be the same as V epidural,adipose (3.5 ml). The volume of the epidural fluid (V epidural,fluid) was assumed to be the same as the typical epidural injection volume of 10 ml. The clearances from the epidural fluid to the epidural adipose tissue and the epidural vein were assumed to be mediated by passive processes, which allow only unbound drug to cross the adipocyte cell membrane and the venous endothelium lining. The bioavailability after epidural administration was assumed to be 100% based on the previous observations that similar steady-state concentration was observed after intravenous and epidural infusions at the same dosing rate (Ellis et al., 1990; Baxter et al., 1994) (Table 1).

Sensitivity Analyses of the Epidural Dosing Site Model. The absorption profile of epidurally dosed drugs including the rate of absorption and the fraction of dose sequestered in the epidural adipose tissue have been shown to depend on the physiochemical properties (i.e., molecular weight, logP, pKa, etc) of the drug (Ummenhofer et al., 2000; Bernards et al., 2003). Hence, sensitivity analyses were performed for the final epidural dosing site model to identify the sensitive physicochemical and physiologic parameters. To do this, a hypothetical drug X model was developed. Drug X was assumed to be a neutral compound with tissue partitioning coefficients (K s), blood-to-plasma (B/P) ratio, and plasma fraction unbound (fu) assumed to be 1 unless the parameter was assessed in the sensitivity analysis. The hepatic clearance of drug X was assumed to be 45 l/h (hepatic extraction ratio = 0.5), and the renal clearance of drug X was...
assumed to equal to the glomerular filtration rate (i.e., 7.2 l/h). The bidirectional unbound permeability clearance from the epidural fluid to the epidural adipose tissue (CLadipose) of drug X was calculated to be 2.003 l/h using the estimated surface area of the epidural adipose tissue based on reported anatomic dimensions of the epidural fat in the lumbar region (8.6 cm²) (Reina et al., 2009) and an assumed permeability (Papp) of 100 × 10⁻⁶ cm/s. Since the exact surface area for the epidural venous compartment is not well characterized, the bidirectional unbound permeability clearance from the epidural fluid to the epidural vein (CLvein) of drug X was assumed to be the same as CLadipose (i.e., 0.003 l/h).

Four sets of three-dimensional local sensitivity analyses were performed by varying two parameters at a time to evaluate the impact of covarying parameters on the simulated Cmax and tmax after a single epidural bolus dose of 100 µg of drug X. The Cmax and tmax were chosen as the measurements of the rate of absorption after epidural administration. The range of values explored for each parameter was divided into 25 equal steps, and the possible combinations of the two varying parameters were simulated (i.e., 25 × 25 = 625 simulations per sensitivity analysis). To identify the sensitive physicochemical parameters that affect drug disposition after epidural dose, sensitivity analysis was performed with (1) asymmetric CLvein, in which the ratio of CLadipose to epidural vein (CLvein) from epidural vein to epidural adipose (CLvein/CLadipose) varied from 0.1 to 1; (2) varying fu from 0.1 to 1 (only in the epidural adipose); (3) Qflux from 0.056 to 5.6 l/h (10% to 10-fold of the physiologic value of 0.56 l/h) and CLvein from 0.00003 to 0.3 l/h [same range as (1)].

To evaluate whether parallel routing between epidural fluid and the vasculature via the CSF (i.e., epidural fluid → CSF → spinal vein) is kinetically discernible, additional sensitivity analysis was performed with (4) asymmetric CLvein in which the ratio of CLvein from epidural vein to epidural fluid (CLvein/CLvein/CLadipose) to CLvein from epidural fluid to epidural vein (CLvein/CLadipose) varied from 0.1 to 1.

**Verification of the Epidural Dosing Site Model Using Alfentanil as a Model Compound.** Since the exact surface areas for the epidural vein are not well characterized to afford prediction of CLvein based upon permeability estimates, the CLvein was first optimized and verified using a structurally similar compound, alfentanil, as a model compound. The CLvein for alfentanil was estimated using the observed plasma concentration of alfentanil after epidural administration. Then, the CLvein of fentanyl was scaled using the optimized CLvein of alfentanil and the Caco-2 permeability of alfentanil and fentanyl, using a similar approach as previously described to scale placental passive diffusion clearance (Zhang and Unadkat, 2017). To do this, a PBPK model of alfentanil was developed. The B/P ratio, plasma fu, and Kp’s of alfentanil were collected from literature (Bower and Hull, 1982; Bjorkman et al., 1990; Palm et al., 1999), and the parameter values are listed in Table 2. Alfentanil is exclusively eliminated through hepatic metabolism mediated by CYP3A4 with only 1% of the dose excreted unchanged in urine (Stanski and Hug, 1982). The unbound hepatic intrinsic clearance of alfentanil (CLint,u = 185 l/h) was calculated using the hepatic well stirred model from the averaged total body clearance (average CL = 13.5 l/h) observed after intravenous dose of alfentanil to healthy subjects reported in five studies (Ferrier et al., 1985; Kharasch et al., 1997, 2004, 2011; Phimmasone and Kharasch, 2001). The alfentanil model was validated using the plasma concentrations observed in the above five intravenous dosing studies. Simulations of alfentanil plasma concentration-time profiles after intravenous dose were performed using the nonpregnant PBPK model and the same dose and sampling site (arm vein) as in the original studies. One of the five
studies did not specify the sampling site, and comparison was done to the simulated plasma concentrations at the arm vein sampling site.

After validation of the PBPK model of alfentanil, an epidural dosing model was developed for alfentanil. The CL\textsubscript{pd,adipose} of alfentanil was extrapolated to be 0.01 l/h by multiplying the observed Caco-2 permeability of alfentanil at pH 7.4 (P\textsubscript{app} = 300 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm/s}) and the surface area of the epidural adipose tissue estimated based on the reported anatomic dimension of the epidural fat in the lumbar region (8.6 cm\textsuperscript{2}) (Reina et al., 2009). The K\textsubscript{p} of the epidural adipose tissue was assumed to be the same as the rest of the adipose tissue in the body (K\textsubscript{p} = 2.1). The f\textsubscript{iw} in the epidural fluid was assumed to be 1. The CL\textsubscript{pd,vein} was optimized from 0.01 l/h (same as CL\textsubscript{pd,adipose}) to 0.3 l/h and validated using the observed mean plasma concentration-time profiles in healthy subjects from two epidural dosing studies of alfentanil (Coda et al., 1995, 1999) (Table 2). Simulations of alfentanil plasma concentration-time profiles after epidural dose were performed using the nonpregnant PBPK model and the same dose and sampling from the arm vein as in the original studies.

All observed mean plasma concentrations throughout were digitized using WebPlotDigitizer (version 4.3, https://apps.automeris.io/wpdl/). The performance of all simulations was quantitatively evaluated based on the absolute average fold error (AAFE) calculated for each study according to eq. 1:

$$\text{AAFE} = 10^{\sum \frac{\text{Simulated concentration}}{\text{Observed concentration}}}$$ (1).

An AAFE of \(\leq 0.5\) was considered acceptable for the alfentanil model based on the interstudy variability of alfentanil CL observed in the above five intravenous dosing studies (CV = 17.4%). The 99.998% geometric confidence interval of the area under the plasma concentration-time curve was calculated according to (Abduljulil et al., 2014) to be 48% to 2.1-fold of the mean.

**Validation of the Epidural Dosing Model of Fentanyl.** To develop the epidural dosing PBPK model of fentanyl, a previously reported and validated PBPK model of fentanyl was adopted (Huang and Isoherranen, 2020) (Table 2). This model was previously validated for arterial and venous sampling of fentanyl after intravenous and buccal administration, defining the distribution parameters of fentanyl. The B/P ratio, f\textsubscript{p}, in plasma, and K\textsubscript{p}’s for fentanyl in different tissues were adopted as previously reported. The previous model only considered overall plasma CL in each study and it did not define the enzymatic pathways of fentanyl CL. Therefore, a hepatic clearance of fentanyl was calculated from the average observed plasma clearance (CL = 62 l/h) after intravenous administration of fentanyl to healthy subjects from four studies (McClain and Hug, 1980; Ziesenitz et al., 2015; Rauck et al., 2017; Nozari et al., 2019). Fentanyl renal clearance was set to an earlier reported value of 3 l/h (Ziesenitz et al., 2015). The CL\textsubscript{int,u} was back calculated from the mean hepatic clearance using the hepatic well stirred model resulting in an estimate of 1,055 l/h. Of the calculated CL\textsubscript{int,u}, 80% was assumed to be mediated by CYP3A4 based on the result of a drug-drug interaction study (Ziesenitz et al., 2015) (CL\textsubscript{int,u, CYP3A4} = 844 l/h) and the remaining 20% was assigned to unknown pathways (CL\textsubscript{int,u,other} = 211 l/h). The modified fentanyl PBPK model was validated using the plasma concentration profiles observed in the above four intravenous studies. Simulations of fentanyl plasma concentration-time profiles after intravenous dose were performed using the nonpregnant PBPK model using the same dose and sampling site as specified in the original studies [three studies reported venous concentrations (Ziesenitz et al., 2015; Rauck et al., 2017; Nozari et al., 2019) and one study reported arterial concentrations (McClain and Hug, 1980)]. An acceptable AAFE was decided based on the interstudy variability of fentanyl CL observed in the above mentioned four intravenous studies (CV = 22.0%). The 99.998% geometric confidence interval of the area under the plasma concentration-time curve was calculated according to (Abduljulil et al., 2014) to be 40% to 2.5-fold of the mean. Therefore, an AAFE of \(\leq 0.5\) was used as an acceptance criterion for validation of the fentanyl model.

**After validation of the PBPK model of fentanyl after intravenous dosing, the epidural dosing model of fentanyl was developed and validated using the observed plasma concentration-time profiles after epidural dosing in healthy subjects from two studies (Badner et al., 1990; Ginosar et al., 2003). The K\textsubscript{p} of the epidural adipose tissue was assumed to be the same as the rest of the adipose tissue in the body. The f\textsubscript{iw} in the epidural fluid was assumed to be 1. The CL\textsubscript{pd,adipose} and CL\textsubscript{pd,vein} of fentanyl were scaled from the observed Caco-2 permeability of fentanyl at pH 7.4 (P\textsubscript{app} = 35 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm/s}) (Yu et al., 2018) using alfentanil as a scaler, a similar scaling approach as previously described for placental passive
TABLE 2
Physicochemical and pharmacokinetic parameters of alfentanil and fentanyl used in the PBPK models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parametera</th>
<th>Alfentanil</th>
<th>Fentanyl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physicochemical properties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW (g/mol)</td>
<td>416.52</td>
<td>336.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logP</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHa</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/P ratio</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fP,plasma</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.16b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fP, umbilical/plasma</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fP, pph,placenta</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fP, sycytiotrophoblast</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue partitioning coefficient (Kp)a</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adipose</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gut</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spleen</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreas</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolism and excretion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLint,u (L/h)</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>1055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL,CYP3A4 induction factor</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL, (L/h)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL,fetal,placenta (L/h)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal hepatic CLint,u (L/h)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.028c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive permeability clearance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLp,adipose (L/h)</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLp, vein (L/h)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLp, placenta (L/h)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLr, renal clearance.
MF model specific parameters are marked with a.
* Alfentanil and fentanyl model parameters were collected from literature as described in the methods section.
* For nonpregnant population. Fentanyl fP,placenta in pregnant women was 0.12, measured in a group of 40 parturient women as described in the methods section.
* fP,plasma of alfentanil were adopted from measured values in rats (Bjorkman et al., 1990) as described in the methods section. Kp,a of bone and skin were not reported and were assigned as 0.1 based on the observed Vss of alfentanil (0.7 L/kg) in humans.
* Predicted from measured norfentanyl formation in FLM.

Metabolism of Fentanyl by Fetal Liver Microsomes and Recombinant CYP3A7 and In Vitro to In Vivo Extrapolation (IVIVE). Pooled FLM were prepared from 14 individual fetal livers (mixture of males and females) previously collected from healthy pregnancies with no known maternal drug use (Topletz et al., 2019). The estimated gestational age at the time of tissue collection ranged from 87 to 137 days. Fetal liver microsomes (FLM) were prepared and pooled as previously described (Shum and Isoherranen, 2021) and the microsomal pellets stored at -80°C until experiments. Stock solutions of fentanyl, norfentanyl, and deuterated norfentanyl-d8 were purchased from Millipore Sigma (St Louis, MO). Norfentanyl formation kinetics was characterized in the pooled FLM and recombinant CYP3A7 supernatants purchased from Corning, Inc. (Corning, NY). All incubations were done in potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) at 37°C in a shaking water bath under conditions of protein and time linearity. Fentanyl (2, 5, 15, 30 μM) was incubated with pooled FLM (0.2 mg/ml) and recombinant CYP3A7 (10 pmol/ml) for 15 minutes after reactions were initiated with 1 mM NADPH (or potassium phosphate buffer for no NADPH controls) and quenched by addition of four parts of ice-cold acetonitrile containing norfentanyl-d8 as internal standard. Samples were vortexed briefly and centrifuged at 16,100g for 15 minutes. The supernatants were stored at -20°C until HPLC-MS/MS analysis.

Norfentanyl intrinsic formation clearance (CLint,u) by pooled FLM or CYP3A7 was estimated through linear regression of product formation versus substrate concentration in which the slope of the line is the CLint,u when substrate concentration is below the K m (v = S/IC50) as described previously for oxycodone metabolism with CYP3A (Shum and Isoherranen, 2021). The CLint,u´s were reported as the arithmetic means of data generated on three different days. The CLint,F,L was scaled to the whole fetal liver CLint at term through IVIVE by multiplying the CLint,F,L with the measured microsomal protein per gram of liver (17.8 ± 4.2 mg protein/g liver) and the estimated fetal liver weight at term (i.e., 129 g) (Zhang et al., 2017a) to be used in the mf-PBPK model.

HPLC-MS/MS Analysis. The HPLC-MS/MS method to quantify norfentanyl was modified from a previously reported method (Ghassabian et al., 2012). Briefly, norfentanyl concentrations were measured using an AB Sciex 6500 qTrap Q-LIT mass spectrometer (Foster City, CA) equipped with an Agilent 1290 Infinity II UHPLC (Santa Clara, CA) and a Phenomenex Kinetex EVO C18 LC column (2.6 μm, 100 × 2.1 mm) with a Phenomenex SecurityGuard EVO-C18 cartridge (sub-2 μm, 2.1 mm) (Torrance, CA). A 7-minute gradient was employed using (A) 0.1% formic acid in water and (B) 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile at a flow rate of 0.35 ml/min. The analytes were detected by positive ion electrospray ionization. The MS/MS transitions monitored for quantification were m/z 233 > 84 for norfentanyl and m/z 238 > 84 for norfentanyl-d8. The lower limit of quantitation of norfentanyl was 1 nM.

Development of the mf-PBPK Model of Fentanyl. After validation of the PBPK model with epidural dosing of fentanyl, the mf-PBPK model was applied to predict fentanyl disposition in pregnant women and the maternal-fetal disposition of fentanyl at term. The Kp,a and B/P ratio of fentanyl were assumed to be the same as those validated using the nonpregnant model. The maternal and fetal plasma f2 values were set as 0.12 and 0.14, respectively, as the mean f2 values reported in a group of 40 parturient women and their newborns (Fernando et al., 1997). Additional simulations were performed using the fetal plasma f2 values of 0.01 and 0.34 (observed range in the above study). The maternal hepatic CLint,F,L of fentanyl was predicted to be 1.891 l/h based on the built-in 1.99 induction factor (Ghassabian et al., 2012) and the reported calculated CLint for CYP3A4 described in the above sections. The fetal CLint,F,L was scaled from the measured CLint,F,L described above. The syncytiotrophoblast metabolism (CLsyncytiotrophoblast) of fentanyl was assumed to be negligible (Table 2).

The unbound transplacental clearance (CLp,placenta) of fentanyl (CLp,placenta) was scaled using mizadolam as the scaler as previously described (Zhang and Unadkat, 2017) using eq: 3:

\[ CLp,placenta = CLp,adipose × Papp,fentanyl × \text{app,alfentanil} \times Papp,fentanyl \times \text{app,mizadolam} \times \text{Papp,mizadolam} \]

The CLp,placenta, mizadolam was previously estimated to be 500 l/h (Zhang and Unadkat, 2017) and the CLp,placenta, fentanyl was scaled to be 357 l/h using the observed Caco-2 permeability at pH 7.4 of fentanyl (Papp = 35 × 10 cm/s) (Yut et al., 2018) and mizadolam (Papp = 49 × 10 cm/s) (Zhang and Unadkat, 2017).

Validation of the mf-PBPK Model of Fentanyl and Simulation of Maternal-Fetal Disposition of Fentanyl. The mf-PBPK model of fentanyl was validated by comparing the simulated MV, UV, and umbilical arterial (UA) plasma fentanyl concentrations with the same dose and sampling site (Fig. 1) to the respective plasma concentration observed in seven PK studies (Desprats et al., 1991, 1995; Bader et al., 1995; Loftus et al., 1995; Moisès et al., 2005; De Barros Duarte et al., 2009; Haidl et al., 2018). These studies were performed in parturient women at the first two stages of labor, administered with either a bolus epidural injection or continuous infusion of fentanyl. Four out of the seven studies reported maternal venous plasma concentrations during labor (Desprats et al., 1991, 1995; Moisès et al., 2005; Haidl et al., 2018), and all seven studies reported MV, UV, and/or UA concentrations at delivery. The reported mean maternal plasma concentrations were digitized, except one study that reported individual plasma concentrations for which mean plasma concentrations were calculated from individual data. One of the seven studies reported individual MV
and UV concentrations at the time of delivery (Bader et al., 1995), and the reported concentrations were digitized. The AAFE was calculated by comparing the simulated and individual observed concentrations. For the remaining six studies, the mean delivery time and the mean MV, UV, and UA plasma concentrations were reported as numerical values and used as is. The absolute fold error was calculated by comparing the simulated concentration at the mean time of delivery with the mean observed plasma concentration at delivery. Since the interstudy variability of maternal-fetal disposition of fentanyl cannot be

Fig. 2. Sensitivity analysis for epidural dosing site parameters of drug X. The effect of altered CL_{pd,adipose} and CL_{pd,vein} (ranging from 0.00003 to 0.3 l/h) on C_{max} and t_{max} of drug X is shown in (A) and (B). The impact of varying K_p, (0.01 to 100) and f_u (0.1 to 1) (C and D), and the Q_{epidural} (0.0056 to 5.6 l/h) and CL_{pd,vein} (0.00003 to 0.3 l/h) (E and F), and asymmetric CL_{pd,vein} with CL_{pd,fluidtovein} (10% to 100% of CL_{pd,vein}) (G and H) on C_{max} and t_{max} of drug X are shown in (C–H). The parameters were kept constant unless stated otherwise (CL_{pd,adipose} = 0.003 L/h, CL_{pd,vein} = 0.003 l/h, K_p = 1, f_u = 1, Q_{epidural} = 0.56 l/h). For comparison, the scales of the heat map for C_{max} and t_{max} were kept unchanged across the sensitivity analyses.
estimated based on the available data, the same AAFE (≤2-fold) as the nonpregnant model was adopted as an acceptance criterion for validation of the fentanyl mf-PBPK model.

After validation of the mf-PBPK model of fentanyl, the maternal-fetal disposition of fentanyl at term was simulated after a single 500 mg intravenous bolus dose of fentanyl using the mf-PBPK model, and plasma fentanyl concentrations were sampled from the maternal artery (MA), MV, UV, and UA. The absolute concentrations and concentration ratios were assessed to explore potential fetal fentanyl exposures in cases of illicit use of fentanyl by pregnant women.

Results

Development of an Epidural Dosing Site Model. A novel epidural dosing site model was developed according to the physiology of the epidural space and incorporated into a full PBPK model to simulate drug disposition after epidural administration (Fig. 1). To evaluate the impact of physicochemical properties on drug disposition after epidural administration, sensitivity analyses were performed using the PBPK model of a hypothetical drug X (Fig. 2). First, the effect of apparent permeability (P_app) of drug X was tested by increasing CL_{pd,adipose} and CL_{pd,vein} (Fig. 2, A and B). The C_{max} of drug X increased by 282-fold, whereas the t_{max} decreased from 10 to 0.2 hours when CL_{pd,ven} increased from 0.00003 to 0.3 l/h, suggesting that increasing P_app increases the rate of absorption after epidural administration and that CL_{pd,vein} is a sensitive parameter in the model. In contrast, the C_{max} and t_{max} of drug X were relatively insensitive to changes in CL_{pd,adipose}. Second, the effect of increasing adipose tissue partitioning and increasing plasma fu were tested (Fig. 2, C and D). The C_{max} and t_{max} of drug X were insensitive to changes in K_{p,adipose} (increased from 0.01 to 100) and fu (increased from 0.1 to 1), suggesting that sequestration of drug X in the adipose tissue and plasma protein

Fig. 3. Simulated plasma concentration-time profiles following intravenous and epidural administration of alfentanil using the nonpregnant PBPK model overlaid with mean observed plasma alfentanil concentrations in nonpregnant subjects. Simulated (solid lines) and mean observed (open circles) plasma concentrations from the arm vein following (A) a single intravenous bolus dose of 50 μg/kg (n = 10), (B) a single intravenous bolus dose of 20 μg/kg (n = 9), (C) a single intravenous bolus dose of 15 μg/kg (n = 6), (D) a single epidural dose of 750 μg (n = 7) and (E) a single epidural bolus dose of 400 μg plus an epidural infusion of 400 μg/h for 2 hours (n = 12). The mean observed fentanyl concentrations are from (Ferrier et al., 1985) (A), (Kharasch et al., 1997) (B), (Phimmasone and Kharasch, 2001) black circles, (Kharasch et al., 2004) blue circles, (Kharasch et al., 2011) red circles (C), (Coda et al., 1995) (D), and (Coda et al., 1999) (E). The error bars in (A–C) and (E) represent the S.D. as reported in the respective studies. The AAFE reported in each figure was calculated from the simulated and mean observed concentrations of each respective study.
binding have minimal effect on the rate of absorption after epidural administration. As such, neither $K_{p, adipose}$ nor $f_u$ are sensitive parameters in the model. Third, the effect of decreasing epidural blood flow ($Q_{epidural}$ decreased from 5.6 to 0.056 l/h) was tested (Fig. 2, E and F). The $C_{max}$ of drug X was not affected by decreasing $Q_{epidural}$ when $CL_{pd, vein}$ was low ($<0.01$ l/h) and continuous epidural infusion of 114.3 µg/h for 24 hours ($n = 10$), (E) epidural infusion at 30 µg/h for 3.5 hours and increased to 100 µg/h for another 3.3 hours ($n = 10$), and (F) an epidural bolus dose of 30 µg followed by a second epidural bolus dose of 100 µg at 3.5 hours ($n = 10$). The mean observed fentanyl concentrations are from (McClain and Hug, 1980) (A), (Ziesenitz et al., 2015) (B), (Rauck et al., 2017) and (Nozari et al., 2019) (C), (Badner et al., 1990) (D), and (Ginosar et al., 2003) (E and F). The error bars in (B–D) represent the S.D. and in (E) and (F) represent the 25th quartile as reported in the respective studies. The AAFE reported in each figure was calculated from the simulated and mean observed concentrations of each respective study.

**Verification of the Epidural Dosing Model Using Alfentanil as the Model Compound.** The epidural dosing site model was optimized and verified using alfentanil as the model drug. The final parameters of the alfentanil model are listed in Table 2. First, a PBPK model of alfentanil was developed to simulate the plasma concentration-time profile of alfentanil after intravenous administration to nonpregnant healthy subjects (Fig. 3, A–C). The simulated venous plasma concentration-time profiles captured the observed mean venous alfentanil plasma concentration-time profiles from five studies with intravenous dosing of alfentanil within the acceptance criterion (AAFE 1.20–1.98), validating the alfentanil model. Then, the $CL_{pd, vein}$ of alfentanil was optimized to 0.2 l/h based on the observed venous plasma concentration-time profile.
after epidural administration in nonpregnant healthy subjects reported in two epidural dosing studies (Fig. 3, D and E). The simulated plasma concentration-time profiles using the optimized PBPK model of alfentanil captured the observed mean alfentanil plasma concentration-time profiles after epidural dosing acceptably (AAFE: 1.21–1.31) validating the epidural dosing model.

**Development and Validation of an Epidural Dosing Model of Fentanyl.** After verification of the epidural dosing site model and validation of the alfentanil model, the fentanyl model for intravenous and epidural administration was developed and validated. First, a previously published (Huang and Is hormann, 2020) fentanyl PBPK model was adopted and modified with refined hepatic clearance parameters reflecting the CYP3A4 intrinsic clearance (Table 2). The fentanyl model was validated using the mean venous plasma concentrations observed in three studies and the mean arterial plasma concentrations observed in one study after intravenous dosing of fentanyl (Fig. 4, A–C). All simulations met the acceptance criterion of AAFE \(< 2\) (AAFE: 1.25–1.58) when compared with the observed data validating the fentanyl model. Then, the epidural dosing model of fentanyl was developed using alfentanil as a scalar. The simulated plasma concentration-time profiles after epidural administration of fentanyl to healthy nonpregnant subjects captured the observed venous plasma concentration-time profiles (Fig. 4, D–F) with all AAFEs within the acceptance criteria of \(\leq 2\) (AAFE: 1.21–1.99) validating the epidural dosing model of fentanyl in nonpregnant women.

**FLM Metabolism of Fentanyl and IVIVE to Predict Fetal Hepatic Intrinsic Clearance.** Fentanyl is mainly metabolized by CYP3A4 to norfentanyl in the adult liver (Labroo et al., 1997), and we hypothesized that fentanyl is also a substrate for CYP3A7 in the fetal liver. To test this hypothesis, norfentanyl formation was measured with recombinant CYP3A7 and in FLM. Norfentanyl was formed from fentanyl by recombinant CYP3A7, and the measured CYP3A7 expression in the pooled FLM (359 pmol/mg protein) (Shum and Is hormann, 2021). Norfentanyl formation CLint was predicted to be 0.3 \(\mu\)L/min/mg protein in FLM. The formation CLint of norfentanyl in FLM (0.20 \(\pm\) 0.05 \(\mu\)L/min/mg protein) was 0.7-fold of the predicted CLint (Fig. 5), suggesting that CYP3A7 is the main enzyme responsible for norfentanyl formation in the fetal liver. The measured norfentanyl formation CLint in FLM was used to predict the fetal hepatic CLint,u resulting in a predicted fetal hepatic CLint,u of 0.028 l/h. This CLint,u was incorporated in the fetal liver of the mf-PBPK model of fentanyl (Table 2).

**Validation of the mf-PBPK Model of Fentanyl and Simulations of Fentanyl Disposition.** The developed mf-PBPK model of fentanyl was validated by comparing simulated MV plasma concentrations and UV and UA concentrations to available observed data after epidural bolus or epidural infusion of fentanyl (Fig. 6). The simulations captured the observed maternal plasma concentration-time profiles (AAFE 1.18–1.86) and the observed UV (AAFE 1.15–2.36) and UA (AAFE 1.3–1.65) concentrations within the reported time window of sampling. Several studies also reported the UV/MV (Desprats et al., 1991, 1995; Moisés et al., 2005; De Barros Duarte et al., 2009) and UA/UV (Desprats et al., 1991) plasma fentanyl concentration ratios at the time of delivery. To compare the simulated ratios to the observed ratios as a function of time following a single epidural bolus dose, the UV/MV and UA/UV ratios were calculated using the simulated plasma concentrations following a single epidural bolus dose of 100 \(\mu\)g fentanyl and compared with the observed data (Fig. 7). The simulations show that the concentration ratios vary with time, particularly the UV/MV ratio that rises rapidly over the initial few minutes following dosing to about 2.6 and then gradually declines to <1 at around 30 minutes, capturing the variability of the observed UV/MV ratios of 0.43–0.89 at around 30 minutes postdose reported in the above studies. To further explore the time course of maternal-fetal distribution of fentanyl, the UV/MA ratio was also calculated using the simulated UV and MA plasma concentrations (Fig. 7). In contrast to the UV/MV ratio, the UV/MA ratio gradually increases with time to 0.7 at 2 hours postdose.

The validated mf-PBPK model of fentanyl was then used to simulate the maternal (MA and MV) and fetal (UV and UA) plasma concentration-time profiles in pregnant women following a single intravenous bolus dose of 500 \(\mu\)g fentanyl to explore the maternal-fetal disposition of fentanyl in a potential drug abuse scenario (Fig. 8A). The simulated Cmax of MA, MV, UV, and UA were 150, 3.9, 11, and 2.0 ng/ml, respectively. Similar to the simulated concentration ratios following epidural bolus dose, the UV/MV ratio was predicted to rise above 3 in the initial minutes following an intravenous bolus dose and gradually decline to <1 at around 15 minutes postdose (Fig. 8B). Notably, the UV/UA ratio also increased with time approaching 1 at 2 hours after dosing.

**Discussion**

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest to use mf-PBPK modeling to study maternal-fetal disposition of xenobiotics because of
the ethical concerns and challenges in conducting clinical pharmacokinetic studies in pregnant women (Ke et al., 2014, 2018). Fentanyl is of particular interest (Fleet et al., 2011) because it is used to manage pain during labor and delivery and it is an opioid abused by pregnant women. The fetal disposition of fentanyl and alternative opioid analgesics is of interest to better predict, prevent, and manage fetal side effects of opioids. However, information on the fetal disposition of fentanyl is limited to measurements of single timepoint UV/MV ratios at time of delivery. Moreover, the reported UV/MV ratios appear to be dependent on the sampling time postdose due to distribution kinetics, which makes it difficult to assess overall fetal exposure. We used mf-PBPK modeling to simulate maternal and fetal disposition of fentanyl to define fetal exposures to fentanyl after various routes of administration and to establish a modeling and simulations workflow that could be used for other drugs administered to pregnant women.

To simulate the maternal-fetal disposition of fentanyl following epidural dose, an epidural PBPK model was developed. Drug absorption following epidural administration is a complex process because of the unique physiology of the epidural space. The sensitivity analyses using a hypothetical drug X demonstrated that CLp,dvein is the major rate-determining factor of drug absorption following epidural injection. Since there is currently no information on the surface area of the

Fig. 6. Simulated maternal venous (m), UV, and UA plasma concentration-time profiles following epidural administration of fentanyl overlaid with observed plasma concentrations. The simulated (black solid lines) and observed (black open circles) m concentrations, simulated (blue solid lines) and observed (blue open circles) UV concentrations, and simulated (red solid lines) and observed (red open circles) UA concentrations following (A) a single epidural bolus dose of 100 μg fentanyl (n = 16), (B) a single epidural bolus dose of 100 μg fentanyl (n = 10), (C) a single epidural bolus dose of 100 μg fentanyl (n = 19). The observed fentanyl concentrations are from (Desprats et al., 1991) (A), (Desprats et al., 1995) (B), (Mosés et al., 2003) (C), (de Barros Duarte et al., 2009) (D), (Bader et al., 1995) (E), and (Haidl et al., 2018) (F). The AAFE reported in (A–D) and (F) (m only) were calculated from the simulated and the mean observed m, ua, uv concentrations at each timepoint of each respective study. The AAFE reported in (E) and (F) (UV only) were calculated from the simulated and observed concentration of each individual subject. The Y-axis error bars in (A and B) and (F) represent the S.D. and in (C and D) represent the 25th and 75th quartile as reported in the respective studies. (E) shows the simulated m and UV concentrations (solid lines) in comparison with individual subject data at delivery (open circles) and (F) shows the simulated UV (blue solid line) and observed individual subject uv concentrations at delivery (blue open circles). The X-axis error bars in panels (A–C) represent the window of the reported sampling time (i.e., time of delivery). Insets in all panels show the simulated UV (dashed blue lines) and UA (dashed red lines) plasma concentrations with unbound fraction in fetal plasma (ffu) of 0.01 and 0.34 illustrating the impact of plasma protein binding on umbilical cord concentrations and observed concentrations.
Fig. 8. Simulated maternal and umbilical cord fentanyl plasma concentrations and concentration ratios following a single IV bolus dose of 500 µg fentanyl using the validated mf-PBPK model. (A) shows the simulated MA (solid magenta line), MV (solid black line), UV (solid blue line), and UA (solid red line) plasma concentration-time profiles (0–2 h) following a single intravenous bolus dose of 500 µg fentanyl. (B) shows the UV/MA (solid black line), UV/MV (solid blue line), and UA/UV (solid red line) ratio-time profile of the simulated plasma concentrations. The insets show the simulated data until 24 hours after dosing.

PBPK Modeling of Fentanyl Maternal-Fetal Disposition

In the umbilical venous system, the CL_{pd,vein} of fentanyl was defined using a scalor compound alfentanil. The observed Caco-2 permeability for alfentanil and fentanyl together with alfentanil optimized CL_{pd,vein} were deployed in accordance to a method previously established to predict transplacental clearance (Zhang and Unadkat, 2017). The optimized CL_{pd,vein} was 20-fold higher than the estimated CL_{pd,adipose} scaled based on the surface area of the adipose tissue likely reflecting higher barrier permeability due to larger venous surface area and fenestration in the blood vessels (Becske and Nelson, 2009). The scaling approach yielded a fentanyl model that successfully simulated fentanyl PK after epidural dosing. This suggests that epidural absorption kinetics is directly governed by endothelial permeability, and that this method and the developed epidural dosing model can be used more broadly for other drugs and for dosing in nonpregnant individuals to aid in the design of dosing strategies. The model can also be coupled with a pharmacodynamic (PD) model to allow PK-PD simulations for pain management.

Fetal liver metabolism of fentanyl has been suggested based on the high CYP3A4 mediated hepatic CL_{int,u} of fentanyl observed in adults (Labroo et al., 1997) and similar substrate specificity of CYP3A4 and CYP3A7 (Williams et al., 2002). However, no metabolism of fentanyl by CYP3A7 has been reported. This study showed that both CYP3A7 and pooled FLM metabolize fentanyl to norfentanyl, the major fentanyl metabolite formed by CYP3A4 in adults. Fentanyl metabolism in FLM is likely mediated by CYP3A7 based on the extrapolation from supernomes to FLM using a measured CYP3A7 expression and established intersystem extrapolation factor for CYP3A7. The extrapolated fetal hepatic CL_{int,u} (0.028 l/h) was significantly less than the observed adult hepatic CL_{int,u} (1.055 l/h), and the predicted extraction ratio by fetal liver was very low, <0.01. Although it is possible that the predicted fetal hepatic CL_{int,u} is an underprediction of the the CL_{int,u} such underprediction would be unlikely to affect the overall simulations. Even if the predicted CL_{int,u} is only 10% of the in vivo CL_{int,u}, the fetal liver is unlikely to quantitatively contribute to the maternal-fetal clearance of fentanyl. Moreover, the fetal hepatic CL_{int,u} is low in comparison with fetal hepatic blood flow and transplacental clearance, suggesting that fetal liver metabolism does not affect fetal drug disposition. The minor role of fetal liver metabolism was also confirmed through the simulations using the mf-PBPK model that the UA/UV ratio was unity following epidural infusion to steady state.

The simulations undertaken to explore fetal exposure to fentanyl after intravenous bolus dose (500 µg) that may occur in drug abuse scenarios show that fetal fentanyl concentrations are likely to reach pharmacologically active concentrations that may cause a risk to the fetus. The simulated total C_{max} of fentanyl in UV was ~33 nM (11 ng/ml), a concentration that exceeds the reported fentanyl EC_{50} (20–24 nM) (Loitsch, 2009; Kalvass et al., 2007). However, the umbilical cord fetal protein binding had a significant impact on the concentrations simulated in UV and UA. As the values reported in the literature for fentanyl protein binding in the umbilical cord vary considerably, these simulations suggest that more data are needed regarding fentanyl protein binding in fetal circulation.

The simulations of maternal-fetal disposition of fentanyl illustrate an important concept that the umbilical venous and arterial concentrations (commonly collected to reflect fetal exposure) and the maternal arterial and venous concentrations and their ratios following a bolus dose depend on the distribution kinetics in the mom, fetus, and across the placenta. The UV/MV ratio is most commonly reported in clinical studies to reflect the transplacental transfer from the mom to the fetus, but the results of the simulations shown here demonstrate that this ratio can be very misleading and confound interpretation of maternal-fetal distribution if measured under nonsteady-state circumstances and based on a
single time point. The simulations also illustrate that time dependent variation in UV/MV ratio likely explains the variability in experimentally measured values. Physiologically, the placenta is perfused with maternal arterial blood instead of venous blood, and hence, the maternal arterial blood concentration is the main driver of the distribution kinetics across the placenta (i.e., syncytiotrophoblast monolayer). Depending on the PK properties of the drug, the arteriovenous concentration difference in the mom could be large (Huang and Isoherranen, 2020), resulting in very different UV/MV and UV/MA concentration ratios. The arteriovenous concentration difference of fentanyl was captured by these simulations and is also supported by the observed 2-fold higher placental intervillous space plasma fentanyl concentration (maternal side) (2.02 nM) compared with the MV plasma concentration (0.92 nM) at about 30 minutes post epidural bolus dose (De Barros Duarte et al., 2009). Hence, the high UV/MV ratio of fentanyl does not reflect a rapid transplacental transfer, but rather the arteriovenous distribution kinetics in the mother, and hence can be misleading for assessing fetal exposure to fentanyl. As illustrated by the UV/MA ratio, the transplacental distribution of fentanyl to the fetus is relatively slow taking several hours to reach distribution equilibrium. Notably, the simulated UV/MA ratios were different than the commonly reported UV/MV ratios, in particular during the earlier time points suggesting the potential for systematic errors in assessing transplacental permeability from UV/MV ratios. The UA/UV ratio reflects the distribution kinetics (and metabolism) in the fetus. The UV concentration is the concentration on the fetal side of the placenta after the drug crosses the placenta and before fetal distribution and metabolism. The UA concentration is the fetal arterial concentration after fetal distribution and metabolism. The UA/UV ratio following a bolus dose of fentanyl suggest that the fetal distribution of fentanyl is slow, as distribution equilibrium was not reached until 30 hours postdose. The data presented suggests that to best capture maternal-fetal distribution and potential fetal clearance, steady-state concentration ratios should be measured. An early measurement of UA/UV ratio that is ≈ 1 could be misinterpreted to imply metabolism in the fetus.

In conclusion, our study demonstrates that maternal-fetal disposition of drugs can be predicted using mf-PBPK modeling, and this tool can be used to study maternal-fetal disposition of drugs that are difficult to study in the clinic. The simulations using the mf-PBPK model illustrate that the umbilical cord/maternal plasma concentration ratio is significantly impacted by maternal, fetal, and transplacental distribution kinetics after a bolus dose. Any fetal-maternal concentration ratios should be interpreted with caution, as they must take into account the time course of drug distribution which can be accomplished through mf-PBPK modeling.
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